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A School Day in the Life of an Electric School Bus (ESB)
A representative example of the charging, route and operational needs of an electric school bus using managed charging to charge at o�-peak hours

5:30–6:00am | Drivers arrive, predeparture check of bus, 
unplugging from L2/fast charger
Check if bus charged properly, state of charge (SOC) can meet route 
requirements, regenerative braking is on, fast charge (if needed). 
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8:00–9:00am | Post-route check of bus
Check if engine lights are on, routine 
cleaning of interior.
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8:00am–2:00pm | Potential recharging if necessary
Might be able to leverage energy from connected renewable energy (RE) system. 
If using fast charging, must move bus after in case other buses need to charge.  
Extreme temperatures may reduce battery capacity and steep terrains may 
consume more battery energy increasing the need for between route charging.
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10:00pm–5:30am | O�-peak charging
With managed charging, charging will 
begin overnight during o�-peak hours. 
Remote monitoring may be available.

86:00–8:00am | Queuing buses, normal 
bus routes and drop o� at school
Depart bus depot to begin neighborhood 
pickup routes (average of 40 miles).
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2:00–4:00pm | Depart depot for 
school for student pickup
Normal bus routes and drop o� at 
homes, park bus back at depot.
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4:00–5:00pm | Post-route check of bus, 
drivers go home
Check if engine lights are on, routine cleaning 
of interior, potential refueling if necessary.
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7 5:00–10:00pm | Connect L2 charger to bus
In this example, V2X is not viable due to reduced battery state of charge 
(SOC) after afternoon route. For buses with unmanaged charging, this 
period will be charging until bus reaches maximum charge.

TAKEAWAY:
Proper planning allows ESBs to 
provide student transportation 
AND grid benefits!


